Introduction
Recently, Walter Dietrich has stressed the importance of Martin Noth's insights for ancient Israclite historiographie research. Had Noth not written his stimulating and influential monograph on the Deuteronomistic history writing' "O ne would read these biblical books primarily in two ways : either bibluistically as instructional and factual reports on the history of the people of God or in an enlightened Wlry as devotional and inspirational stories of]ewish writers on the fictionally constructed 'history of Isracl"'.2 Noth's concern with the final shape of the texts in Deuteronomy up to 2 Kings has opened a third way of "doing history", between "minimalists" and "maximalists"; between "sceptics" and "realists". In my view Noth is offering a narrative history by showing how the author of the final text re-enacted the strings of events from the Israclite and ]udahite past known to hirn from written evidence and oral tradition so that his theological point of view becomes dear.
3 This paper does not aim at a full description of the Deuteronomistic history writing or at a reformulation of Noth's thesis . I want to confine myself to one textual unit that plays an important role in Noth's view: 2 Kgs 17, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 
